
Quick Guide to Common Installation Options on Samsung Indoor units 
(For use on standard controller MWR-WE**N) 

Samsung units have various different menus to configure certain items e.g. High Ceiling 

compensation, Location of sensor (controller or indoor unit) etc.  

There are several menu’s available, listed below 

 

Installation Option Codes: 

 Example of this would be: 020000 100000 200000 300000 

It is a 24digit number in pages of 6 numbers 

- Press SET and DELETE (ESC if WE10N) for 5 seconds, Press arrow UP to main menu 4, Press 

arrow RIGHT to change to sub menu and press UP to sub menu 3. Press RIGHT and code 

numbers appear. 

 

Product Option Codes:  
 Example of this would be: 010000 100000 200000 300000 

It is a 24digit number in pages of 6 numbers 

 

- Press SET and DELETE (ESC if WE10N) for 5 seconds, Press arrow UP to main menu 4, Press 

arrow RIGHT to change to sub menu and press UP to sub menu 2. Press RIGHT and code 

numbers appear.  

  

User Option Codes:  
Press USER SET button for 5 seconds  

 

The most common INSTALLATION codes are as follows: 

High Ceiling mode: Arrow Right to the 6th digit and change this to 1 

Use of Drain Pump: Arrow RIGHT to the 8th digit and change this to 2 

Removal of ‘Ping’ sound: Arrow RIGHT to the 17th digit and change this to 1 

Use of Controller’s sensor:  Press SET and DELETE (ESC if WE10N) Press arrow UP to main 

menu 1, Press arrow RIGHT to sub menu and change to 2. 1ST digit displayed should be changed to 1 

 

After a change has been made, press SET to store the value and then ESC to exit. 

 

The most common USER OPTION codes are as follows: 

Setting Temperature limits: Arrow UP to main menu 2. The first 2 digits shown are the lower 

level limit. The last 2 digits shown, are the upper temperature limit. 

 
Press SET to store the value and ESC to exit 

 

Product option codes  

Generally only needed when changing a PCB. They contain information regarding the type of unit it 

is and capacity.  


